Ez2® Rotary Action File

The Datum Ez2® Rotary Action File saves time, space, and money. The innovative design of the
Ez2® includes a double sided, rotating shelf unit that houses more than twice the files in less
space than a traditional filing system while providing fast and easy access to stored materials.
Available in standard sizes from 3 to 8 levels high, the Ez2® can be used for a variety of storage
applications including letter, legal, binder, multimedia, and more.

Multimedia
Storage
Dual Side Access
360° rotation makes the
cabinet accessible from
either side.

Adjustable shelves can be
used to store letter, legal,
binder, and book media,.
Pull out drawers for
hanging file folders and
multimedia storage are
also available.

Adjustable
File Dividers
Universal divider can be
used with any media and
helps keep stored items
upright and organized.

Security
Unit can be locked
in the open or closed
positions.

Safety Strip
Easy Expansion
Both side panels of the
unit are removable for easy
expansion to either side as
more storage is needed.

Leveling
Capability
Heavy duty platform with
built in leveling capability
allows for smooth operation
despite uneven floors.

Rubber safety strips
help to prevent
pinch points.

Create a custom storage solution

The Ez2® is a flexible and
versatile storage solution. A
three high unit can serve as
a convenient work surface
with storage underneath
for common work areas.
Multiple units can be joined
together to double as
storage and a room divider.
Perfect for virtually any
application, the possibilities
are endless!

Easy access to stored material

Open

When open, the Ez2
provides quick and
easy access.

®

Revolving

With just an easy spin,
another complete set of
files is accessible.

Closed

When closed, the Ez2®
locks for total security,
helping to meet HIPAA
regulations

Comparison of filing methods
The Ez2® offers 312%* more files per square
foot than traditional filing systems!

Ez2®

Vertical 4 Drawer Lateral 4 Drawer
Ez2® (8 high starter)

Vertical (4 drawer)

Lateral (4 drawers)

Letter

Legal

Letter

Legal

Letter

Legal

Multi-User Accessibility

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

Floor Space Required (Sq. Ft.)
Including Drawer Extension

6.3

9.8

5.9

7.2

9

9

Total Filing Inches Provided

384

480

100

100

133

133

Folder Capacity ‡

1920

2400

500

500

665

665

Files/Square Foot

305

245

85

70

74

74

* Based on comparison of files/square foot for an Ez2® 8 high starter versus a 4 Drawer Lateral File
‡ Based on 5 folders per linear filing inch
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